Detailing Products to Maintain the Appearance and Value of Your Vehicle
Club Car vehicles are noted for their timeless
styling and classic good looks. But without proper
care, the weather, fertilizer, bugs and other
environmental factors can mar their appearance
and reduce their resale value.
With that in mind, we developed a line of
detailing products specifically formulated to protect
and renew the finishes on Club Car vehicles. You
can also use these products to restore the
appearance of a neglected vehicle and increase its
resale value.
Since these products make detailing quick and
easy and deliver superior results, they are used to
maintain the fleets on some of the world’s most
prestigious golf courses.
When detailing your car, begin by washing it
with a standard automotive car wash, using a soft
cloth and a garden hose at regular pressure. (Do not
pressure wash your vehicle.) Then detail the
vehicle, using the following products.
Finish Restore to Renew the Gloss
Over time, the body and trim of your vehicle can
lose its luster due to oxidation. But you can revive
its appearance by removing surface layers of
oxidized paint or plastic with Finish Restore.
This product quickly dissolves oxidation, black
scuff marks, sap, bug residue, grease, grime and
mildew stains without harming the body or trim.
(Club Car Part Number AM1250301)

Wax All to Shine and Protect
Wax All brings out the gloss and protects your
vehicle’s finish. Its unique blend of synthetic
polymers and Carnauba wax cleans surface
contaminants and delivers a long-lasting shine with
added UV protection. The spray-foam formulation
can be used on wet or dry vehicles and buffed to an
immediate shine.
Additional coats will develop an even deeper
gloss and help surfaces resist further marking,
fading and hard water marks. (Club Car Part
Number AM1250201)
Re-Black to Brighten Trim
The sun, rain and time can dull the appearance
of black plastic and rubber trim. But Re-Black
revives their original depth of color and repels
moisture and dirt, preventing further damage. This
non-staining, silicon-rich formulation has high
viscosity for exceptional coverage and quick drying.
(Club Car Part Number AM1250101)
Windshield Cleaner and Protectant for Clarity
When dirt, water, bugs and other materials cloud
and spot your windshield, depend on Club Car’s
Windshield Cleaner and Protectant. Designed
specifically for use on acrylic, Plexiglas® and vinyl
windshields, this wax-free product cleans, fills in
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minor scratches and protects your windshield from
further build up and spotting. It also improves clarity
and reduces glare and fog. (Club Car Part Number
AM1250001)
Battery Terminal Protector to Guard
Expensive Batteries
Take care of your batteries with our Battery
Terminal Protector. This corrosion-preventing coating
provides a long-term waterproof seal and extends
battery life. The coating will not crack or peel even
under severe flexing. Use it on battery terminals,
cables, carriers and hold downs. (Club Car Part
Number 1014305)

and resists corrosion. Use it on mechanical brake
cluster sliders, shifter cables and brake pedal pivots.
For further information, see your owner’s manual.
(Club Car Part number 1012151)
Club Car vehicles are sold through our worldwide
dealer and distributor network. Find an Authorized
Club Car Dealer near you. Visit www.clubcar.com and
select “Dealer Locator.”

Your Authorized Club Car Dealer

Dry Moly Lubricant and Coating to Help
Preserve Mechanical Parts
This long-lasting dry lubricant adheres to almost
all surfaces. It withstands high pressure and
temperature, repels dirt and other contaminants,
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